An optimal method for generating stable vancomycin heteroresistance and intermediate susceptibility in methicillin-resistant \textit{Staphylococcus aureus} blood isolates under in-vitro vancomycin pressure
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: The relevance of vancomycin intermediately-susceptible (VISA) and hetero-resistant (hVISA) methicillin-resistant \textit{Staphylococcus aureus} (MRSA) remains uncertain because of their low frequency. In vitro attempts to generate reduced susceptibility have been inconsistent. We describe a simple method for generating VISA/hVISA.

Materials and methods: Twenty-four SCCmec type II and IV MRSA blood isolates plus USA100 and USA300 controls were cultured (10^7 CFU/ml) in BHI broth with 0, 2 and 3 mg/L vancomycin for 10 days followed by 10 days vancomycin-free-passage. We monitored vancomycin minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC; Etest) and population analysis profile-area under the curve (PAP-AUC) ratios of tested isolate-Mu3 during and after vancomycin pressure (VP). PAP-AUC ratios <0.9, 0.9-1.3 and >1.3 were considered consistent with susceptible, hVISA and VISA, respectively.

Results: VP at 2 mg/L (VP-2) increased MIC to 3 mg/L in 20 (83.3%) isolates and raised PAP-AUC ratio to hVISA (n=18; 75.0%) and VISA (six; 25.0%) ranges. VP-3 increased MIC to 3 and 4 mg/L in 19 (79.2%) and three (12.5%) isolates, respectively and raised PAP-AUC ratio to VISA (n=3; 12.5%) and VISA (n=19; 79.2%) ranges. SCCmec IV isolates had lower pre-exposure PAP-AUC ratios (0.48±0.14 vs. 0.69±0.10; p<0.001) and lower MIC (1.6±0.2 vs. 1.8±0.2 mg/L; p=0.1) but MIC rise and VISA/hVISA emergence was comparable. MIC and PAP-AUC ratio rises were stable in 20/22 isolates during drug-free passages.

Conclusions: VISA/hVISA readily emerges among MRSA SCCmec type II and IV isolates under VP. VP at the MIC level generates hVISA while pressure at slightly higher level results in the VISA phenotype.
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ÖZET

Amaç: Vankomisinin orta derecede duyarlı (VISA) ve hetero-dirençli (hVISA) metisiline dirençli Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) kökenlerinin nispeten az görülmeleri nedeniyle önemli konusundaki belirsizlikler sürmektedir. İnvitro ortamda azalmış duyarlılık oluşturmak için yapılan girişimlerden de tutarsız sonuçlar alınırmıştır. Biz VISA/hVISA üretim için basit bir yöntem tarif ettiğimiz yerdedir. VISA/hVISA üretim için basit bir yöntem tarif ettiğimiz yerdedir.

Gereç ve yöntem: Yirmi dört SCCmec tip II ve IV MRSA kan izolatı ile birlikte USA100 ve USA300 kontrol kökenleri 10 gün süreyle 0,2 ve 3 mg/L vankomisin içeren brain-heart infüzyon sıvı besiyerine (10^7 colony-forming-unit/ml) ekildi, 10 gün sonra vankomisinin ortalama ekim yapıldı. Mu3’ün (bilinen bir hVISA kontrolü) vankomisin minimum inhibitör konsantrasyonu (MK; E test) ve popülayson analiz profili-eğri altında kalan alan oranları (PAP-AUC oranları) izlendi. PAP-AUC oranları 0,9 ise duyarlı, 0,9-1,3 ise hVISA ve >1 ise VISA olarak kabul edildi.

Bulgular: 2 mg/L vancomycin baskısı (VP-2) 20 izolatta (%83,3) vankomisin MIC değerini 3 mg/L’ye, PAP-AUC/oranını 18’inde (%75,0) hVISAya ve alması (%25,0) VISA aralığında yükseltti. VP-3, vancomycin MIC değerini 19 izolatta (%79,2) 3 mg/L’ye ve üç izolatta (12,5%) 4 mg/L’e, PAP-AUC/oranını 19’unda (%79,2) VISA aralığında yükseltti. SCCmec IV kökenleri daha düşük PAP-AUC/oranına (0.48 ± 0,14‘e karşılık 0,69 ± 0,10; p<0,001) ve hafif düşük vankomisin MIC (1,6 ± 0,2 vs. 1,8 ± 0,2 mg/L; p=0,1) değerine sahip iken hVISA/VISA kökenlerinde yükseltti. Ilaçsız pasajlarda MIC ve PAP-AUC/oranı artışı 22 kökenin 20’inde stabil kaldı.

Sonuç: VISA/hVISA kolayca MRSA SCCmec tip II ve IV izolatlarında VP ile kolayca oluşmaktadır. MIC seviyesinde VP uygulaması ile hVISA üretimden biraz daha yüksek seviyedeki baskı VISA fenotipi ile sonuçlanmaktadır.
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INTRODUCTION

Reduced susceptibility to vancomycin among methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (MRSA) is an emerging challenge.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^8\) Isolates with intermediate susceptibility (VISA) or minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) at the higher end of the susceptible range (2 mg/L) are increasingly reported worldwide.\(^5\)\(^,\)\(^7\) Additionally, strains with heterogeneous intermediate resistance (hVISA) account for a variable percentage of susceptible isolates, though their relevance remains controversial.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^4\),\(^6\),\(^8\) The factors that lead to the emergence of hVISA and VISA phenotypes are unclear but numerous studies have associated it with vancomycin exposure.\(^6\),\(^9\)\(^-\)\(^13\) Nearly all isolates with reduced susceptibility were recovered from vancomycin-treated patients.\(^9\)\(^-\)\(^14\) Additionally, less susceptible populations of MRSA were detected in an in-vivo rat model of tissue cage infection when tissue bacterial load reached high level in the absence of drug exposure, implying spontaneous generation of resistant phenotypes at high inoculum.\(^15\) The emergence of resistance may be influenced by exposure dynamics. High drug concentrations, well above the MIC, may prevent or delay resistance. Sakoulas et al reported that prolonged vancomycin treatment at the current therapeutic levels did not lead to the development of reduced susceptibility in a patient with persistent bacteremia.\(^12\) Sieradzki et al, however, documented reduced susceptibility in an isolate recovered from a cardiac valve after prolonged therapy, which could have been due to sub-therapeutic vancomycin tissue level and high bacterial concentrations.\(^8\) Additional studies suggested that the development of resistance appears to be related to the strain genetic background.\(^11\),\(^16\)

In-vitro studies of isolates with reduced susceptibility often focus on cell wall characteristics, colony morphology and genetic changes associated with resistance.\(^17\)\(^-\)\(^20\) Attempts at generating derivatives with reduced susceptibility have met with varying success and usually involved a small number of isolates.\(^21\)\(^-\)\(^25\) We evaluated the effect of vancomycin pressure at concentrations near the MIC level among susceptible MRSA SCCmec type II and IV blood isolates. We were able to induce hVISA and VISA phenotypes with consistent results. These phenotypes remained stable during drug-free passage.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The isolates: We selected 12 MRSA SCCmec type II and 12 type IV blood isolates saved at our research laboratory from prior *S. aureus* bacteraemia studies in 1996 and 2006 (six isolates of both SCCmec types from each time period).\(^5\) They were isolates previously determined to have vancomycin MIC of 2 mg/L (Etest) and hVISA screen negative (Etest macromethod). They were identified as MRSA according to standard methods and preserved in skim milk at -80°C until testing. Their SCCmec type was previously defined by multiplex PCR using 18 primers (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) targeting SCCmec types I, II, III, IVa, IVb, IVc, IVd, V and mec A gene (internal control) as previously described.\(^5\) We included USA 100 and 300 control strains in each batch of test. All isolates and controls were typed using pulse-field-gel electrophoresis (PFGE) as previously described.\(^26\)

Vancomycin challenge: We conducted a pilot study using two known fully susceptible control isolates (USA 100 and USA 300) plus Mu3 (a known hVISA control) to determine the optimum drug concentrations for generating reduced susceptibility. The concentrations tested were 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 mg/L. We found that visible growth was inhibited at 4 mg/L vancomycin concentration and the MIC of subcultured colonies did not change. At 1 mg/L of vancomycin, the isolates readily grew without any change in MIC. At 2 and 3 mg/L of vancomycin, we detected initial inhibition that was followed by visible growth and MIC rise during drug challenge. Therefore, we chose these concentrations for challenging our clinical isolates and the controls.

The selected isolates and controls were inoculated (10\(^7\) colony forming unit (CFU)/ml) into Brain Heart Infusion (BHI) broth with vancomycin concentrations of 0, 2 and 3 mg/L and incubated for 10 days at 35°C with gentle agitation. If cultures became visually turbid, the organism concentration was reduced to 10\(^7\) CFU/ml every 24 h by centrifuging for 10 minutes at 2,000 g, suctioning the spent broth and passing 1 ml of a 10\(^8\) CFU/ml suspension of ongoing MRSA challenge culture to 9 ml of fresh BHI broth supplemented with vancomycin. The isolates were studied in three batches. Each batch included eight isolates se-
lected equally from each SCCmec type and study year and USA100 and USA300 controls.

Stability phase: The isolates were cultured and serially passed for 10 consecutive days on vancomycin-free Tryptic Soy Agar (TSA) to assess the stability of the observed changes.

Microbiologic tests: Vancomycin MIC and hVISA screening were performed at baseline and every two days during vancomycin challenge and stability passages. Vancomycin MIC was measured by the Etest method (AB bioMerieux; Solna, Sweden) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Screening for hVISA phenotype was done by the Etest macromethod (AB Biodisk) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Population analysis profile-area under the curve (PAP-AUC) was determined according to Wootton et al with a modification as previously described.6,27 We plotted the logarithm of CFU/ml versus vancomycin concentration using Microsoft Office Excel, and geometrically calculated the area under the curve.

PAP-AUC ratio was determined for all isolates plus controls at baseline (day 0) and day 10 of vancomycin exposure. Additionally, PAP-AUC was reassessed for all isolates with a change in MIC or hVISA screen results at the end of vancomycin-free passage compared to the end of the exposure period. Mu3 (a known hVISA control) was included in each population test. The ratio of PAP-AUC of tested isolate/average PAP-AUC of Mu3 control was measured and stratified into VISA (>1.3), hVISA (0.90-1.3) and susceptible MRSA (<0.90), ranges.6,27

Statistical methods: Chi square and Student’s t-tests were used to assess the significance of differences in categorical and continuous variables, respectively. All statistical tests were performed using the computer software SPSS release 12. A p value < .05 was considered to indicate statistical significance.

RESULTS

Baseline vancomycin MICs were 1.5-2 mg/L for all isolates and USA 100 and USA 300 controls which were within ±1 gradient difference from the previous Etest MIC.8 Baseline PAP-AUC ratios were significantly lower in SCCmec type IV compared with type II (0.48±0.14 vs. 0.69±0.10; p<0.001) and USA 300 vs. USA 100 (0.41 vs. 0.71).

PFGE typing of SCCmec II isolates revealed an identical cluster of eight isolates indistinguishable from USA100, two similar isolates related to USA100 and two isolates each with a unique pattern. SCCmec IV typing revealed three PFGE clusters and three unique patterns. One cluster (n=3 isolates) was indistinguishable from USA300. A second cluster of three isolates was related to USA300. The third cluster of three isolates was unrelated to USA300.

Under 2 mg/L vancomycin pressure, all isolates grew readily. Vancomycin MIC increased to 3 mg/L in 20 (83.3%) isolates with equal number of SCCmec type II and IV (figure 1a). Time-to-MIC rise was 2.7 ± 1.3 d for SCCmec type II and 2.0 ± 0 d for SCCmec type IV (p=0.06). PAP-AUC ratio increased to hVISA and VISA ranges in 18 (75.0%) and six (25.0%) instances, respectively (Figure 2). PAP-AUC ratio increase under drug pressure was comparable in SCCmec type II and IV isolates (table 1). USA 100 MIC increased in 2/3 instances and its PAP-AUC ratio increased to 1.02-1.51 (hVISA/VISA). USA 300 MIC increased in 2/3 instances and its PAP-AUC ratio increased to 1.08-1.11 (hVISA range).

Under 3 mg/L vancomycin pressure, 11/12 SCCmec II grew readily and one isolate was inhibited until day nine. In comparison, 4/12 SCCmec type IV grew readily and eight isolates were inhibited for 2-9 days (median=4.5 d). The difference in inhibition rate was significant (p=0.005; Yates-corrected chi-square). Vancomycin MIC increased in 22 (91.7%) isolates. MIC increased to 3 mg/L in 19 isolates (11 SCCmec II plus eight SCCmec IV) and to 4 mg/L in three SCCmec type IV (Figure 1b). USA 100 MIC increased to 3 mg/L in two batches and to 4 mg/L in one batch. USA 300 MIC increased to 3 mg/L in one batch, 4 mg/L in another batch and 2 mg/L in the third batch from a baseline of 1.5 mg/L. PAP-AUC ratio increased to hVISA and VISA ranges in three (12.5%) and 19 (79.2%) isolates, respectively. These changes were significantly higher than the changes under 2 mg/L vancomycin pressure (p=0.03). Most isolates expressed hVISA phenotype (based on PAP-AUC ratio) under 2 mg/L pressure and VISA phenotype (based on MIC > 2 mg/L and PAP-AUC ratio) under 3 mg/L pressure (figure 2). The rate of hVISA and VISA emergence was comparable in SCCmec II and IV isolates (table 2). USA 100 and 300 PAP-AUC increased to VISA range (1.33-2.26) and hVISA/VISA range (1.05-2.20),
respectively. The differences in MIC and PAP-AUC ratio between baseline and the end of vancomycin 2 and 3 mg/L were significant (p<0.001; paired sample-t-test).

We observed the conversion of colony morphology to a smaller pinpoint morphology under 3 mg/L vancomycin pressure in three isolates, one SCCmec type II and two type IV.

MIC rise under vancomycin pressure persisted during vancomycin-free passages in all but two isolates. USA 100 MIC rise was stable in all batches. USA 300 MIC rise was stable in two batches and decreased from 4 to 3 mg/L in one batch. MIC rise was independent of PFGE type among SCCmec IV isolates. The role of PFGE type in SCCmec II isolates could not be assessed because most isolates clustered into a single type.

We also examined the role of hVISA screening in detecting the emergence of reduced susceptibility using the Etest macromethod with vancomycin and teicoplanin strips. These isolates were previously determined to be hVISA-screen negative. Baseline screening in the current study yielded higher than expected readings in the tested isolates and the controls although these isolates were confirmed to be susceptible by PAP-AUC analysis. This precluded us from a reliable baseline interpretation of screening results. Under vancomycin pressure, growth at vancomycin and/or teicoplanin strip concentrations two increments higher than baseline was noted in five (22.8%) and 11 (45.8%) isolates under two and three mg/L vancomycin pressure, respectively. These screening increases persisted during drug free passages in 12 isolates and decreased in four isolates although their PAP-AUC remained in the VISA range (data not shown).

**DISCUSSION**

The prevalence of *S. aureus* isolates with reduced susceptibility to glycopeptide antibiotics appears to be increasing. High level resistance remains rare but hVISA and VISA had been noted in many centers. VISA has been associated with vancomycin treatment failures. The relevance of hVISA remains uncertain but it is considered a precursor of VISA. The factors that contribute to the emergence of hVISA and VISA are uncertain but most isolates with hVISA and VISA phenotype were recovered from patients exposed to Vancomycin. Prior in-vitro attempts to generate hVISA and VISA have met with varying success. Rose et al reported decreased susceptibility among a hVISA control (Mu3) and a hVISA clinical isolate, both with van-
comycin MIC of 2 mg/L, but not with a susceptible MRSA isolates with vancomycin MIC of 0.5 mg/L during 72 h selection under lower vancomycin concentrations and high inoculums in an in-vitro pharmacodynamic model.\(^21\) Plipat et al generated unstable hVISA in 74% of 109 MRSA isolates in BHI agar containing increasing vancomycin concentrations.\(^22\) Wong et al were able to induce vancomycin resistance in 3/164 *Staphylococcus aureus* isolates with a 48 h single step selection at 4 mg/L vancomycin concentration.\(^23\) Daum et al selected less-susceptible derivatives with increasing concentrations of Vancomycin.\(^24\) Pfeltz et al were able to select resistant derivatives in 8/12 strains during a 1-11 week incubation with vancomycin at 1-3 mg/L above individual strains MIC.\(^23\) Additionally, serial 10-84 days passages of a VISA isolate (Mu50) in drug-free media led to a decrease in cell wall thickness and MIC that reverted with a one step selection at 4 mg/L Vancomycin.\(^17\)

In the current study, we describe a method for generating reduced susceptibility phenotypes with consistent results. We showed that nearly all isolates plus USA 100 and USA 300 controls exhibited populations with reduced susceptibility under drug pressure. At 2 mg/L vancomycin pressure, which was at the baseline MIC level, all isolates readily grew and most isolates exhibited hVISA phenotype. Of note is the difference in baseline PAP-AUC ratio between SCCmec types II and IV which suggests more susceptible populations among type IV isolates prior to vancomycin exposure. Given the fact that SCCmec type II is a marker of healthcare-associated strains, prior exposure to vancomycin may account for the higher MIC and PAP-AUC ratio in SCCmec II.\(^29\) Under vancomycin pressure, MIC and PAP-AUC ratio changes were comparable among SCCmec type II and IV isolates. Growth inhibition was noted more often among SCCmec IV isolates at 3 mg/L vancomycin pressure, but eventually, growth was noted in all isolates. A number of isolates were driven into VISA phenotype with comparable frequency in both SCCmec types. Etest MICs of the emergent isolates increased to 3 mg/L, which is above the susceptibility cutoff. These MIC and PAP-AUC ratio rises remained stable for 10 days in vancomycin-free culture in most isolates. Other investigators reported reversion to a more susceptible phenotype in drug-free conditions.\(^30\) The reasons for the difference are unclear but might be related to isolate selection or drug exposure dynamics.

The high frequency of hVISA and VISA emergence in our study may be due to several factors. Our method for isolate selection and the use of high inoculum may have contributed to these results. We selected isolates at the high end of the susceptibility range. These isolates may already have a less susceptible population below the level of detection which was selected under drug pressure. Additionally, we used vancomycin pressure at or slightly above the MIC value. We chose these isolates and lower vancomycin concentrations to maximize the possibility of resistance emergence. Whether these isolates have a subpopulation with pre-existing mutations which were selected under drug pressure or that drug pressure induced resistance mutations is uncertain. We did not perform molecular assessment of pre and post exposure isolates. Inducing hVISA or VISA in isolates with lower MIC may be less successful because of complete inhibition of growth or less frequent emergence of resistance. Generating reduced susceptibility among these isolates may require a step-wise selection.

One limitation of our study is the uncertainty of prior vancomycin exposure of a given isolate. History of lack of exposure to vancomycin by a given patient may not be accurate. Furthermore, the isolate could have been acquired from a vancomycin-exposed source.

In conclusion, we describe a method for inducing hVISA and VISA phenotypes among MRSA SCCmec type II and IV blood isolates with consistent results. Drug pressure at the MIC level generates hVISA and pressure at slightly above the MIC generates VISA. The emergent variants may be used for additional studies to determine the molecular changes associated with these phenotypes.
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